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Abstract
More and more people have incorporated GIFs in their messaging these days and often
send GIFs as a reply, as they are more emotive than an emoji or a static picture. GIF is “Graphics
Interchange Format” and is a short-animated picture without a sound. GIFs are mostly created
from famous movie clip or news snaps. Searching a trivial GIF with a regular emotion is easy, but
if some iconic expression is on the user’s mind, then it takes a lot of time to search for the perfect
GIF; in the worst-case, people may end up not finding one.

StyledGIF allows users to create personalized GIFs in seconds and helps add witty captions. It
creates GIFs in regular, filtered and styled themes, thus customizing the GIFs. In an evaluation of
StyledGIF, 100% of the users indicated that they would want to use such an application. Not only
does StyledGIF create portable and fun GIFs, but it also takes 40% less time than with a popular
competing system. StyledGIF was also rated much more usable and is better at creating vibrant
GIFs. The StyledGIF currently has 7 themes for users as opposed to other systems that have only
1 regular theme. The promising results suggest that the StyledGIF could serve as a good Proof of
Concept for creating a full-fledged GIF Creation System with styles and filters.
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1. Introduction
“People fundamentally crave the ability to express the full range of human emotions,” said
the CEO of Tenor, a company that provides a platform for sharing GIFs, in a 2017 Time Magazine
article about the rise of emojis and GIFs [Steinmetz, 2017]. Unlike emojis — a static and limited
set of images — the animated images known as GIFs can intersect with moments of pop culture
that convey a far broader range of sentiments [Steinmetz, 2017].
Nowhere is this more evident than on social media networks, which have grown
exponentially since 2004, with approximately 42% of world population now using social media
platforms today, including 91% of millennials [Mohsin, 2019]. The most common reason cited by
millennials is that emojis, GIFs and stickers are better for communicating their thoughts and
feelings than words. As it is said, a picture may speak 1000 words, a GIF contains about 30 frames
in one second and hence can convey 30,000 words in a second. There are more and more
consumers, especially those in the younger generations who are incorporating GIFs into their daily
communication [Yao, 2018].
For the increasing demand of GIFs as a reply in messaging, there are online GIF creators
available that let users create a GIF from a pre-recorded video or YouTube video [Roo, 2019]. But
the difficult job is to find the perfect video online or on local computer. It can be frustrating if the
user can’t find a video representing the expected expression or emotion. Even after finding an
appropriate video, users need to apply settings that will keep the GIF lightweight, as sharing an
entire video can be bandwidth intensive.
This project report presents a new system, called StyledGIF, that enables users to record
and then style a customized GIF matching the emotions that they intend to communicate.
StyledGIF allows users to create personalized, captioned GIFs in seconds. Since it gets input from
5

the webcam, there is great flexibility to create GIFs from movie clips or personal videos. In an
evaluation of StyledGIF, 100% of the users indicated that they would want to use such an
application. In addition, 100% of the users appreciated the idea of sending personalized GIFs
during messaging so as to keep the conversation lively and fun. StyledGIF makes sure the GIFs
are lightweight and also portable to be shared across multiple social media platforms.
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2. Key Claims
1) Personalization: Users value the ability to create personalized GIFs using the 6 different
themes of StyledGIF.

2) Usability: StyledGIF excels at usability to the competition due to its smooth
navigation, quick theme selection and integrated caption editing.
3) Portable: StyledGIF ensures the GIFs are created quickly and require low bandwidth
thus speeding up the process of transmitting the GIF.
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3. Related Work
Many applications online are aimed at solving similar problem of creating customized
GIFs. These systems while minimally serving the purpose, do not provide all the benefits outlined
in the claims above (Section 2). Below are some of the top competitors in GIF-making app world

3.1 ImgFlip
ImgFlip is one web application used to create GIFs [ImgFlip, 2019]. The user provides a
video or set of images to create a GIF. Users can select the expression they want to send from a
video uploaded to YouTube or previously recorded by themselves. After the correct video or
images are chosen, users can apply a wide range of features such as resizing the width and height
of the GIF, aspect ratio, caption or quality. Once the settings are made, users can now generate the
GIF. The app helps create lightweight GIFs and also creates customizable GIFs, but it fails to solve
the key problem of adding customizable personal style to the GIF. Apart from that, most of the
first-time users might not understand how aspect ratio or quality settings can affect GIF creation.
Hence users may or may not be able to successfully create a lightweight GIF. Below are a few
snapshots of the website GUI and available options (Figure 1 and Figure 2).
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Figure 1: Home page of ImgFlip

Figure 2: Settings page of Imgflip
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3.2 EzGIF

Another GIF creator app is EzGIF (Figure 3), which works similar to imgflip but lacks an
option of getting video from online sources [Ezgif, 2019]. Since it is similar to ImgFlip, the basic
problem of creating personalized GIFs remains.

Figure 3: Home page of ezGIF.com

3.3 Emoji’s
Before the resurgence of GIFs, emoji’s have been a popular way to communicate an
expression. They are ideograms and smileys that include facial expressions, common objects,
animals etc.[Emoji, 2019] They are standardized picture characters built into Mobile or PC [Emoji,
2019], thus are very commonly shared while texting. Although they are good at communicating
expression, they are limited and do not cover entire scope of human emotions. They are not
customizable as they are pre uploaded and are static images. Creating and integrating it to mobile
and PC is not easy.
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3.4 Video
Users can create their own video and can share it as a response while messaging, thus
communicating with visuals and audio. Videos are easy to create and are also personalized. But
the critical problem is videos are not bandwidth intensive and can take very long to transfer over
the network which is not ideal for frequent social media messaging.

3.5 Animoji
An Animoji is an animated 3D emoji that reflects exact facial expressions and voice
messages [Animoji, 2019]. It is a combination of emoji and video where users can embed their
facial expression video into a 3D cartoon [Animoji, 2019]. Apple phones can send an Animoji
using iMessage of FaceTime. Animoji is just facial expressions hence has similar disadvantages
as Emoji’s. Customization is possible as users can embed their emotions but it’s just facial
expressions and does not accept entire scope of human expressions. Currently, Animoji is an apple
product and is not available with any other mobile operating systems thus has availability issues.

3.6 Text
Text is most used in messaging. It is fast and people can quickly convey their thoughts.
Although, it is quick to send; words sparsely convey the expression and make the conversation
dull. User will have to write long texts to convey the expression and this is not usable.
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3 Solution
StyledGIF is the first system that lets users create and send a personal customized GIFs in
seconds. StyledGIF achieves the customization through use of filters and styles on GIF. Filters and
styles help users embed mood for their GIFs. Users can play around with different themes in
StyledGIF, check them out in preview and create a styled GIF. The users get to express better and
thus have a fun messaging experience through this system. Currently, all the social media
platforms like Snapchat, Instagram, Facebook have means of sending such GIFs.
For creating personalized GIFs, users must either use webcam input or provide a prerecorded video to the system. The home page from Figure 4 of StyledGIF shows how a user
chooses the custom video. The Webcam Input is recorded for 1.5 seconds as the GIFs should be
light- weight. The users can view the recorded video in the recording pane and choose to continue
generating the GIF or retake the video.
Once the expected video is recorded, the user can continue to choose themes or filters.
There are classic themes which contain:
a) Regular,
b) Black and white, Filter and
c) Style themes, which encompass 4 styled themes which use neural style transfer techniques
to blend with the background.
As soon as the user clicks on a theme, a preview can be seen on the right. Once the user
has finalized the theme, he or she can add the caption and go ahead to create the fun GIF. The GIFs
created can be viewed on the last page as seen in Fig 7.
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Figure 4: Home page of StyledGIF
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Figure 5: On Click of Use Webcam Input, the recording starts for 1.5 seconds and after that the
recording can be seen
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Figure 6: Settings page for StyledGIF
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Figure 7: Classic themes and Captioning UI
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Figure 8: GIF created with personalized video, style and captioning
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Figure 9: StyledGIF Architecture

Figure 9 illustrates the system architecture of the system, which follows the ModelTemplate-View (MTV) architecture commonly used within the Django framework [Django,
2005]. When a request is made on the website, the URL is resolved to the URL’s corresponding
module, and the corresponding view is loaded. The template corresponding to the view is loaded
on the page. The model subsequently initiates the next response to the given request.
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Figure 10: Process of GIF creation
Figure 10 illustrates the process whereby StyledGIF helps a user create a GIF. The most
important steps are the following:

1. User launches the app
2. Selects option of pre-recorded file or webcam
3. MediaModule records the video or loads the video file and sends the file over the server
4. MediaDecoder decodes the video at frame rate of 30fps.
5. For

every

change

in

setting,

GIFCreator

updates

the

preview

by

using

ClassicThemeGIFGenerator, NeuralStyleTransfer or CaptioningModule
6. For each frame:
a. Frame goes through ClassicThemeGenerator or NeuralStyleTransfer and face
segmentation.
19

b. Frame goes through ImageCombination.
c. Frame is added to the new video
7. The GIFCreator then processes this video and creates GIF with the caption from
CaptionGenerator
8. The GIF is created and displayed on UI

The sub-sections below present implementation details of the system

4.1 Media Recording and Decoding
The browser’s MediaStreamRecording API is used to capture the video and audio stream
on the client side [MDNDocs, 2019]. MediaRecorder takes the data from MediaStream and
delivers it for processing using certain data events like dataavailable. When the user clicks the Use
Webcam Button on the UI, media recording is started using MediaRecorder.start(). After 1.5
seconds the recording is stopped programmatically using MediaRecorder.stop().
The 1.5 seconds is an experimental number, as it seemed this was enough to capture the
desired expression and keep the GIF lightweight (Users seemed to agree in the evaluation below)
The media blob is then sent over the wire and decoded at 30 frames per second. It is known that
25 frames per second is the desired frame rate at which a human eye cannot easily distinguish a
break in the continuous motion.
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4.2 Neural Style Transfer
Neural Style Transfer is a technique that takes 3 images, a content image, style reference
image and an input image and blend them together such that input image is transferred to look like
the content image but painted in the style of style image. The principle behind neural style transfer
is to define two distance functions one that describes how different the content of two images are
and one that describes the difference between two images in terms of their style. Then the base
input image is transformed by minimizing the content and style distance with backpropagation
creating an image that matches the content of the image and style of the style image [Tensorflow,
2018].
In StyledGIF, a VGG16[pytorch, 2019] model is loaded, and input tensor is fed to the
model. This will extract the feature maps (and subsequently content and style representations) of
the content, style and generated images [Tensorflow, 2018].

4.2.1 Content Loss
Content loss definition is pretty straight forward. The network is fed with both the desired
content image and our base input image. This will return the intermediate layer outputs (from the
layers defined above) from our model. Then Euclidean distance between the two intermediate
representations of those images is taken [Tensorflow, 2018].
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Apply back propagation until content loss is minimized. The initial image is updated until
it generates a similar response in a certain layer (defined in content layer) as the original content
image [Tensorflow, 2018].

4.2.2 Style Loss
Computing style loss is a bit more involved, but follows the same principle, this time
feeding the network with the base input image and the style image. However, instead of comparing
the raw intermediate outputs of the base input image and the style image, we instead compare the
Gram matrices of the two outputs [Tensorflow, 2018].
Mathematically, we describe the style loss of the base input image, x, and the style image,
a, as the distance between the style representation (the gram matrices) of these images [Tensorflow,
2018]. We describe the style representation of an image as the correlation between different filter
responses given by the Gram matrix Gˡ, where Gˡᵢⱼ is the inner product between the vectorized
feature map i and j in layer l. We can see that Gˡᵢⱼ generated over the feature map for a given image
represents the correlation between feature maps i and j. Then gradient descent is performed from
the content image to transform it into an image that matches the style representation of the original
image. This is done by minimizing the mean squared distance between the feature correlation map
of the style image and the input image. The contribution of each layer to the total style loss is
described by
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4.3 Filter Theme
StyledGIF allows user to create GIFs in different filters like “black and white” and “edge
filter”. The black and white filter implementation is straightforward and an OPENCV function is
used to convert RGB image to grayscale.
Fi = cv2.cvtColor(fi, cv2.COLOR_RGB2GRAY)
Edge Filter is little bit complicated but uses basic computer vision filters to accomplish the
cartoon effect. The bilateral filter is applied multiple times to smoothen the image

and then the edges are extracted from the grayscale image using adaptive thresholding techniques.
The edges are then enhanced, and the colored image and edges are combined to get the edge filter
effect.

4.4 Face Segmentation
For the styled GIFs, in case of 3 of the styles, the face of the human is not blended with the
style. Preliminary integration testing revealed that some of the styles seemed too overwhelming
for the face. Hence, face segmentation techniques are used to get the face mask and it is segmented
out from the frame. The style transfer is applied on rest of the frame and finally the face mask and
the styled image is combined to produce the final frame.
A pretrained model for face segmentation [Gupta, 2019] was used to detect the face, hair
and neck. The model used is MobileNet [Howard, 2018] which consists of 6 convolutional layers
and uses cross entropy loss as the loss function.
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4.5 Computational Issues with Computer Vision
Computer vision for on-device and embedded applications faces many challenges —
models must run quickly with high accuracy in a resource-constrained environment, making use
of limited computation, power, and space [Dwiwedi, 2019].
In StyledGIF, for each frame of the video, neural style is applied and for some styles face
segmentation is applied and then two images are combined. The above process takes a lot of time
as the images are of size 640*480. Following optimizations were made to the pipeline to improve
the performance. With no optimizations, it took 2 mins 40 seconds to process a 1.5 second video.
Therefore, several optimizations were made to the pipeline to improve performance.

1. For face segmentation model, mobile net is used. A MobileNet [Howard, 2018] model is
used which is a very simple model and its comparatively small, has good latency and
accuracy thus improving performance by approximately 5 seconds per frame.

2. For combining two images, a pixel by pixel merging would take very long to process 30
frames in one second. Hence a concept of contour was applied. OPENCV contours were
fetched from the face segmented image and the mask was applied to the styled image.
Contours are defined as the line joining all the points along the boundary of an image that
are having the same intensity. Contours come handy in shape analysis, finding the size of
the object of interest, and object detection.

3. For both neural net and face segmentation model, DataParallel from Pytorch[DataParallel,
2019] is used to use multiple GPUs on a single frame.
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Together, the optimizations improved the time from 2 mins 40 seconds to only 35 seconds.

4.6 GIF Creation
Moviepy library is used to create the GIFs. VideoFileClip(“filename”) is used to read the
media stream from video. [Moviepy, 2019] The video is resized to 0.8, as the GIFs are supposed
to be light weight. The speed of the GIFs is slightly increased to 1.2x which makes it quick to
process. The caption in the GIF was added using TextClip which accepts text, font size, color and
position of the text. [Moviepy, 2019]
The clip and the text were then composed using the CompositeVideoClip to create the final
GIF.[Moviepy, 2019] To have a good continuation in the GIFs and make GIFs loop able. the first
few frames copied to the end so that the video seems continuous.
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4 Laboratory Study Evaluation
This section describes how the StyledGIF was evaluated by gathering and analyzing data
from laboratory study participants. The study shows how well the StyledGIF performed compared
to other competitive systems online.

5.1 Research Questions:
1. Do you like creating personalized GIFs, in general?
2. Does StyledGIF save time?
Recorded times taken to create GIFs using StyledGIF and ImgFlip
3. Is StyledGIF usable? How would you like to rate the usability of the system?
4. Is StyledGIF successful in creating personalized GIFs? Satisfactory?
5. How are the customization options?
6. Are user-generated GIFs lightweight enough for practical use?

5.2 Participants and Procedure
We recruited 16 individuals who use messaging apps and have used GIFs in the past. Once
the participants were selected, they were randomly placed in two groups where each group worked
on similar tasks in different order
•

Group A: This group created GIFs using ImgFlip first and StyledGIF next

•

Group B: This group created GIFs using StyledGIF first and ImgFlip next.

Prior to the task, participants were given instructions on what they were going to follow. The
introduction included a small description of the task they were about to do. Specifically, a scenario
26

was given to all of the individuals that they were texting in a group chat or messaging their loved
ones or friends/family and they want to send a GIF as a reply. They had to think of an expression
and create a GIF in both StyledGIF and the competitor system. All the participants participated in
the evaluation with same laptop. The time was recorded to assess how long it took each person to
use each system.
After completing the tasks, all users filled out a survey with questions comparing the two
systems (Figure 11). In addition, users were invited to comment on how they use GIFs in general.
In the following questions, please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with
the statements about the StyledGIF system.
How easy is it to create a personalized GIF (rate out of 10)?
1 = very poor
10 = very good
How long did it take using Classic Themes with webcam?
Is Filter and Black/White theme better than regular themes? How useful are those?
Free Response ------Preferable? Imgflip or StyledGIF
• Strongly prefer Imgflip
• Somewhat prefer Imgflip
• Somewhat prefer StyledGIF
• Strongly prefer StyledGIF
Usability Rating
1 = very poor
10 = very good
Rate how is the concept of applying filters and styles on GIFs?
1= very poor
10=very good
Do you long for more themes like filters or styles?
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7. Results
Users were quite a bit faster at creating GIFs with StyledGIF than with the competing
system. In particular, they typically required between 70 and 200 seconds with ImgFlip but only
45 to 80 seconds for StyledGIF (with an average of 49 seconds). No user took longer with
StyledGIF than with ImgFlip (Figure 11). The difference was statistically significant under a onetailed Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test (p<0.01, Z=-3.4078, N=16).

Figure 11: Time taken by users to create a GIF
All sixteen survey participants agreed or strongly agreed that StyledGIF system generates fun GIFs
and that they will love if more filters and styles were made available. All the participants would
prefer or strongly prefer StyledGIF.
The users were very much satisfied with the personalized GIFs and average satisfaction
rating for the created GIFs is 8 on a scale of 10 (10 being the highest). The one-tailed Wilcoxon
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Signed-Rank test between systems was significant (P<0.01, Z=-3.30, N=16). The assessment
showed that users loved to send their personal GIFs and create an expression they want to send.

Figure 12: Usability Rating
The StyledGIF was also found to be much more usable than the competitor system and
users. The average usability rating is more than 9 on 10 (Figure 13). The one-tailed Wilcoxon
Signed-Rank test was significant (p<0.01, Z=-3.351, N=16). No user gave a rating lower than 6
out of 10 for the usability of StyledGIF.
All of the 16 participants provided the feedback that they will definitely want to use
StyledGIF and showed interest in more styles and filters. Some users reported they use GIFs a lot
in their day to day messaging and they are longing for such an app to make their messaging
experience lively. Others who did not use GIF a lot mentioned that they would definitely increase
their use of GIFs if such a system was published as styles are adding mood to the GIFs. One of the
users said, black and white gives a nostalgic feeling.
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Figure 13: Usability Rating
Finally, to assess whether user-generated GIFs remained light-weight enough for everyday
use, the average file size was computed. The largest GIF generated by StyledGIF was 2.2MB in
size, while the average was only 1.2MB. Existing mobile networks typically provide at least 3G
transmission rates of at least 144 kbits/sec [3G, 2019], and many already support the even faster
HSPA 3G network with an average speed of 1.5 Mbits/sec [KensTechTips, 2018] (with the even
faster 5G now beginning initial deployment [5G, 2019]). 4G networks are also very common and
support an average transmission speed of 15 Mbits/sec. On 3G HSPA network with average speed,
GIFs generated by StyledGIF can be sent in approximately 7 seconds and 64 seconds on slowest
3G network. On a typical 4G network, GIFs will be transmitted in 0.8 seconds, making them
lightweight for everyday use.
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8. Conclusion
StyledGIF enables users to create vibrant GIFs in half the time than the ImgFlip or a similar
other competitor app. StyledGIF provides customizations to the user through styles and filters and
the GIFs created are more vivacious in style and theme than the regular GIFs created by competitor
system. StyledGIF creates GIF that are light weight and portable and can be shared across all media
platforms in seconds.
Overall this system makes the complicated process of creating GIFs simple, quick and fun.
This software is a proof-of-concept that could be expanded to implement a full-fledged version of
the GIF creation software. For example, multiple new filters and styles could be added to make it
a different experience for users to create and use GIFs at their fingertips. Some of the new filters
like a caricature filter could make it more interesting. Video trimming and cropping could be added
in the system so that the users can trim and choose the part from where GIF is to be created.
In conclusion, the StyledGIF system is an innovation that opens up new directions for all
new GIFs. Users in the study generated some very cool GIF’s that are now ready to be uploaded
and go viral!
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